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Does not undergo reconstruction 

(16) a. raam-nei mohan-koj apniii/j kitaab  lOTaaii 
Ram-Sub Mohan-IO  self's book-F-DO return-Perf-F 
'Rami returned self'si/j book to Mohanj.'

 b.  raam-nei apniii/*jkitaab mohan-koj t lOTaaii 
Ram-Sub self's book-F-DO Mohan-IO t return-Perf-F 

A'-scrambling 
In languages like Japanese or Hindi scrambling can be long-distance and can be analysed 
as a successive cyclic adjunction process, similarly to English Topicalization: 

(17)  sono hon-o1 [ John-ga [t'1 Mary-ga t1 yondo to ] itta ] (koto) 
that book-Acc John-Nom Mary-Nom read COMP said (fact) 
'John said that Mary read that book.' 

Long distance scrambling has A’ properties 

a. Does not override a WCO violation: 
b.  Does not provide a new binder: 

(18) * kon saa aadmiii uskiii/apniii bahin-ne socaa [CP  ki raam-ne ti 
which mani-DO hisi /selfi's sister-Sub thought [CP that Ram-Sub ti 
dekhaa thaa] 
seen be-Past]  

'Which mani did his/selfi 's sister think that Ram had seen ti?' 

Can undergo reconstruction 

(19) a. ek duusre-koraamOr siitaa t pasand karte Hen 
each other-DO Ram and Sita t like  

'Ram and Sita like each other.' 
b.  ek duusre-ko kamlaa soctii He ki raam Or siitaa t pasand kare HEN 

each  other-DO Kamla think that Ram and Sita t like 
'Kamla thinks that Ram and Sita like each other.' 

Note that (19a) is a case of short distance scrambling, i.e. the correct generalization is that 
long-distance scrambling is A’ movement while short distance scrambling can be A or A’ 
movement. 

Mahajan (1990): 

A-scrambling is movement to an IP (AgrS, T, AgrO) SPEC (L-related) position: 
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1) a. Mary-ga  sono hon-o  yonda (koto)       (Japanese) 
  Mary-Nom  that  book-Acc read (fact) 
 b. sono hon-o  Mary-ga  yonda (koto) 
  that book-Acc Mary-Nom  read (fact) 
  'Mary read that book.' 

2)  German and Dutch local Scrambling: 
                      (German)  
                      

 
 

                      (Dutch) 
 
 
 

• Long distance Scrambling (LDS):  
3)  a.   (Boris) [novuju pesnju]  (Boris) interesuetsja kogda Saša napisal  (Russian) 
  (Boris) [new  song]ACC   (Boris)  wonders   when   Sasha wrote 
  “The new song, Boris wonders when Sasha wrote”   
 b.                     (Japanese) 
 
 
4)  The original Scrambling rule (Ross 1967): 

 
 
Hale (1983) The “non-configurationality” parameter 
•  arguments against non-configurationality for Germanic, Japanese, Hindi, Slavic, etc (Saito 

1985, Webelhuth 1989, Mahajan 1990, Bailyn 1995,…) 
 --constituency    

 --locality     
 --constraints 
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Theory 1A:  “semantically vacuous” A’-movement  (Saito 1985, 1989, 1992)   

5)  Adjoin-α, where α is Xmax     (Saito 1985)  

Questions:   • How do we know its movement?  • What kind of movement is it? 

à Diagnostics ß 

• The Coordinate Structure Constraint (Webelhuth 1989) 

(6)  a. *Weni    hat  jemand   [___ i  und Maria]  angemeldet   (wh) (German) 
  whomACC  has  somebody    and Maria  registered 
*‘Who did somebody register and Maria?’ 

b. *weil    Hansi   jemand   [ [___ i   und  Maria]  angemeldet hat (Scr) 
 because  Hans   somebody     and  Maria  registered  has 
*‘because Hans somebody has registered and Maria’ 

• The Proper Binding Condition (PBC): Traces must be bound1 

6)  a.  ?Whoi do you wonder [which pictures of ___ i]k John likes [___ k]? 
  b.  *[Which pictures of ___ i]k do you wonder whoi John likes [___ k] ? 

7) *Mary thinks that [npthe man that bought what]2, John knows who1 __ 1  likes __ 2  

8) a.  John-ga [Mary-ga  sono  hon-o  yondo to   ]  itta  ] (koto)  (Japanese) 
    John-Nom Mary-Nom  that  book-Acc read COMP  said (fact) 
  “John said that Mary read that book.” 

  b. [Sono hon-o]1  [ John-ga  [Mary-ga ____ 1 yondo to  ]  itta  ] (koto) 
     that  book-Acc   John-Nom  Mary-Nom   read  COMP  said (fact) 
  “That book, John said that Mary read.” 

    c.  [Mary-ga  sono hon-o  yondo to  ]2 John-ga [ ___2  ] itta  ] (koto) 
    Mary-Nom  that  book-Acc  read  COMP John-Nom    said  (fact) 
  “[That Mary read that book], John said.” 

     d. *[Mary-ga ___1 yondo to ]2   sono hon-o1  [ John-ga  [ ___ 2  ] itta  ] (koto) 
    Mary-Nom  read COMP  that  book-Acc   John-Nom    said (fact) 
  “John said that Mary read that book.” 

 

 

 

																																																								
1 Usually, in GB days, the PBC was thought to apply only at surface structure, that is, not fed by LF 
movement (eg of in situ WH elements).  However, Saito 1992 actually argues that it also applies at LF (pp 81, 
83-84), based on Japanese wh in situ data, and some other assumptions, but that is non-standard, so not 
discussed here.   
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 LONG DISTANCE SCRAMBLING IN JAPANESE 73

 Here, as Yoshimura (1989) points out, the hypothesis that scrambling
 can be A movement provides the desired alternative analysis. If the
 scrambled w/z-phrases in (4b) and (5) are in A position, then we can
 simply assume that the empty categories in these examples are empty
 pronouns and analyze these examples exactly as the English (7).

 (7) Everyone seems to hiSj mother [tx to be smart]

 That is, (4b) and (5) are grammatical because the empty pronouns in
 these examples are A bound and hence can be licensed as bound
 pronouns. Thus (4b) and (5) provide evidence that scrambling can be A
 movement.4

 Yoshimura (1989) presents another set of weak crossover data that
 leads to the same conclusion. It is well known that overt pronouns such
 as kare 'he' in Japanese cannot be construed as bound variables. For
 example, (8) is unacceptable.

 (8) *Dare?-ga [kare?-no hahaoya]-o aisiteru no
 who -Nom he -Gen mother -Ace love Q
 'WhOj loves his; mother'

 However, as observed by Hajime Hoji and Hiroaki Tada, among others,
 there are overt elements, such as sore 'it' and soitu 'the guy', that at least

 marginally allow bound variable interpretation. Thus (9) contrasts
 sharply with (8).

 (9) ?Darerga [soitUj -no hahaoya]-o aisiteru no
 who -Nom the guy-Gen mother -Ace love O
 'WhOj loves hiSi mother'

 Given this background, let us now consider the examples in (10).

 (10) a. ?*[[SoitUj -no hahaoya]-ga [dare?-o aisiteru]] no
 the guy-Gen mother -Nom who -Ace love Q

 'HiSj mother loves whOj'

 b. ?Darero [[soitUj -no hahaoya]-ga [tx aisiteru]] no
 who -Ace the guy-Gen mother -Nom love Q
 'WhOj, hisj mother loves tx

 (10a) is a straightforward example of weak crossover. If scrambling is
 necessarily A' movement, then we expect (10b) to be a weak crossover
 violation also, exactly as the English example (11).

 (11) ?*Whoi does hiSj mother love tx
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9) List of constraints on wh-movement and Scrambling in Russian (Bailyn 1995, 2008): 

   Constraint description     WH      Scr 

 

Theory 1B: Local Scrambling is A-movement OR A’-movement (Mahajan 1990) 

• Weak Crossover (WCO): (an A’-diagnostic)   
(i)  One antecedent can’t bind two variables 

    (ii) An Operator can’t cross a co-indexed pronoun 

10) a.   * Whoi does hisi mother love ti?          (A’:  WH-movement)  
 b.  Whoi appears to hisi teacher ti to be a genius?     (A:   Raising to Subject)  

11) a.   * Hisi mother loves every boyi.          (A': Quantifier Raising)  
b.   Every boyi seems to hisi mother ti to be a genius.   (A:  Raising to Subject)  

• WCO avoided with Local Scrambling (an A-diagnostic)    

12) a. ???  uskei   maalik-ne  [kOn sii kitaab]i  pheNk  dii        (Hindi) 
itsi   author-Erg  [which book]i   threw  away 
'Which book did its author throw away.'  

b.    [kOn sii   kitaab]i  uskei  maalik-ne  ___ i   pheNk  dii  
[which   book]i  itsi  author-Erg  ___ i   threw  away  
'Which book did its author throw away.' 

13)       (Japanese) 
   
 
 
 
 
 (Saito 1992: p. 73) 
 
Binding changes with Local Scrambling: (an A-diagnostic) 
•  Principle A: Anaphors must be locally A-bound 
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Does not undergo reconstruction 

(16) a. raam-nei mohan-koj apniii/j kitaab  lOTaaii 
Ram-Sub Mohan-IO  self's book-F-DO return-Perf-F 
'Rami returned self'si/j book to Mohanj.'

 b.  raam-nei apniii/*jkitaab mohan-koj t lOTaaii 
Ram-Sub self's book-F-DO Mohan-IO t return-Perf-F 

A'-scrambling 
In languages like Japanese or Hindi scrambling can be long-distance and can be analysed 
as a successive cyclic adjunction process, similarly to English Topicalization: 

(17)  sono hon-o1 [ John-ga [t'1 Mary-ga t1 yondo to ] itta ] (koto) 
that book-Acc John-Nom Mary-Nom read COMP said (fact) 
'John said that Mary read that book.' 

Long distance scrambling has A’ properties 

a. Does not override a WCO violation: 
b.  Does not provide a new binder: 

(18) * kon saa aadmiii uskiii/apniii bahin-ne socaa [CP  ki raam-ne ti 
which mani-DO hisi /selfi's sister-Sub thought [CP that Ram-Sub ti 
dekhaa thaa] 
seen be-Past]  

'Which mani did his/selfi 's sister think that Ram had seen ti?' 

Can undergo reconstruction 

(19) a. ek duusre-koraamOr siitaa t pasand karte Hen 
each other-DO Ram and Sita t like  

'Ram and Sita like each other.' 
b.  ek duusre-ko kamlaa soctii He ki raam Or siitaa t pasand kare HEN 

each  other-DO Kamla think that Ram and Sita t like 
'Kamla thinks that Ram and Sita like each other.' 

Note that (19a) is a case of short distance scrambling, i.e. the correct generalization is that 
long-distance scrambling is A’ movement while short distance scrambling can be A or A’ 
movement. 

Mahajan (1990): 

A-scrambling is movement to an IP (AgrS, T, AgrO) SPEC (L-related) position: 
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 76  MAMORU SAITO

 These examples contain unbound anaphors and hence are ruled out in
 exactly the same way as (13a?b). Now if we pr?pose karera 'they', the
 intended antecedent of otagai 'each other', to sentence-initial position,
 we obtain (16a?b).

 (16) a.*[Karera-Oj [Masao-ga [otagaij -no sensei]-ni
 they -ACC -Nom each other-Gen teacher-to
 [cp [ip Hanako-ga tx hihansita] to] itta]] (koto)

 -Nom criticized COMP said fact

 'Thenij, Masao said to each other's teachers that Hanako
 criticized tx

 b.*[Karera-Oj [[otagaij -no sensei]-ga
 they -Ace each other-Gen teacher-Nom

 [cp [ip Hanako-ga tx hihansita] to] itta]] (koto)
 -Nom criticized COMP said fact

 'Thenij, each other'Sj teachers said that Hanako criticized tx

 In this case, unlike in the case of (14a?b), the scrambling of karera-o
 does not improve the examples. The only difference between (14a?b)
 and (16a?b) is that the former involves clause-internal scrambling, while
 the latter involves "long distance" scrambling. Hence if "long distance"
 scrambling, like clause-internal scrambling, can be A movement, we
 predict falsely that (16a?b) should be grammatical. Thus (16a?b)
 indicate that "long distance" scrambling must be A' movement in
 Japanese, exactly as in Hindi.8

 The data considered so far indicate that clause-internal scrambling
 can be A movement, and "long distance" scrambling must be A' move
 ment. From this observation Mahajan (1989) draws the principled
 conclusion that scrambling itself can be either A or A' movement. Given
 that "long distance" A' scrambling is possible, there does not seem to be
 any reason to exclude clause-internal A' scrambling. And as Mahajan
 points out, there is in fact evidence that clause-internal scrambling can
 be not only A movement, but also A' movement. Let us consider the
 following example:

 (17) Zibunzisin-Oj [Hanako-ga tx hihansita] (koto)
 self -Ace -Nom criticized fact

 'Herselfj, Hanako j criticized /j'

 If zibunzisin 'self in (17) is in A position, the example should be ruled
 out by Condition (C) of the Binding Theory. On the other hand, if it is
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14) a.    * apnei  maalik-ne  ek naukari  naukari se   nikaal diyaa     (Hindi) 
selfi's  boss-Erg  a servanti  service from  dismissed  
'Self's boss dismissed a servant.'  

b. ?  ek naukari  apnei  maalik-ne  ti  naukari se   nikaal diyaa 
a servanti  selfi's  boss-Erg  ti service from  dismissed  

    “A servant, self’s boss dismissed” 

15)  (Japanese)  

 
        

     (Saito 1992: p. 74) 

 • the recpriocal anaphor otagai is unbound in (15).  BUT: 
16)   (Japanese)  
 
 

 

      (Saito 1992: p. 75) 

• A’-movement does not feed new binding possibilities (so it’s an A’-diagnostic) 
17) a. *Each other’s students love John and Mary. 
  b.  Mary and John are loved by each other’s studentas.           (A-mvt) 
  c.  Mary and John seem to each other’s students to be brilliant       (A-mvt) 
  d.  *John and Mary, each other’s students love.            (A’-mvt) 

• No acquired anaphor binding with LDS: 

18)  (Japanese)  

 

 

 

 

 

 (Saito 1992: p. 76) 
• No WCO improvement with LDS: (compare to 12b/13b) 
19) (Hind)
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[IP NPj [I’…..tj…..]] 

A’ scrambling is adjunction (non-L-related position): 

[IP NPj [IP…..tj…..]] 

One could exclude long distance A scrambling by appealing to the fact that A-movement 
is bounded….(see Mahajan 1990 for a binding-theoretic account of this, see Saito 1992 
for an alternative based on locality, i.e. on the idea that A-movement must be 0-subjacent 
and CPs are barriers)1. 

Tada (1993): Long-distance scrambling is reconstructed obligatorily (Tada's argument is 
based on Saito's (1989) observation that long-distance scrambling may undergo "radical" 
reconstruction). 

(20)a.  Daremo-oi dareka-ga ti sikatta. 
everyone-Acci  someone-Nom ti scolded 
'Everyone, someone scolded.' 
every >> some, some >> every 

b.  Daremo-oi  dareka-ga [sensei-ga ti sikatta to] omotteiru. 
everyone-Acci someone-Nom [teacher-Nom ti scolded Comp] scolded 
'Everyone, someone thinks that the teacher scolded.'

   *every >> some, some >> every 

3.2. Hypothesis 2. Webelhuth’s Paradox and Webelhuth’s third type position 

Based on German which does not have long distance scrambling 

Scrambling shows mixed A / A’ movement properties even within the same construction: 

(21)  ?Peter hat jeden Gasti [ohne e anzuschauen] seinemi Nachbar t vorgestellt 
Peter has every guest-Acc without to look at his neighbor introduced 
'Peter introduced every guest to his neighbor without looking at him.' 

(22)  ?Peter hat die Gästei [ohne e anzuschauen] einanderi t vorgestellt 
Peter has every guest-Acc without to look at his neighbor introduced 
'Peter introduced every guest to his neighbor without looking at him.' 

Here we find mixed properties: on the one hand, a parasitic gap is licensed, a property of 
A'-movement. On the other hand, the scrambling involved does not trigger weak 
crossover (an A-movement property).  

1 I am not sure I see what is meant here. probably, that scrambling cannot undergo successive cyclic 
movement through Spec,CP and hence CP becomes a barrier by Inheritance ? (crucially for A scrambling 
and not A’ scrambling which adjoins to IP…). 
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Mahajan’s Conclusion2:   
--Local Scrambling can be A or A’-movement (different landing sites) 
--LD Scrambling is only A’-movement 

Theory 1C (Webelhuth’s Paradox): (Local) Scrambling is both A and A’-mvt (Webelhuth 1989): 

20) (German) 
 (Fox 21/22) 

 

21) (German) 
 
 
• The A-property is acquired binding abilities 
• The A’-property is licensing parasitic gaps (see appendix) 
SpecIP is an A position; SpecCP is an A’-position, IP adjoined position has properties of both 
Radical Reconstruction   
What is Saito’s evidence that Scrambling is undone at LF? 
--basically, it’s the undoing of WH-Scrambling (Saito 1985, 1989, 1992) 

Scrambling is (always) undone at LF   (“Radical Reconstruction”) (Saito 1989, 1992)) 

22)  a. John-ga  [Bill-ga   [Mary-ga  nani-o  katta   to]  itta  ka]  sitteiru.  
   JohnNOM  BillNOM    MaryNOM whatACC bought  that  said  Q   knows  
   ‘John knows what Bill said that Mary bought.’  
  b.  [Mary-ga  nani-o  katta   to]1 John-ga   [Bill-ga  ____ itta  ka]  sitteiru.  
   MaryNOM whatACC bought  that  JohnNOM   BillNOM   said  Q     knows  
 ‘John knows what Bill said that Mary bought.’  
• (22)b is OK because the Scrambling is undone at LF. 
• (23):  Scrambled QP does not take surface scope: (though see Miyagawa 2006) 
23) Daremoi-ni  dareka-ga  [Mary-ga ti atta  to]  omotteiru 
 everyoneDAT  someoneNOM MaryNOM  met  that  thinks  
 =for some x, x a person, x thinks that for every y, y a person, Mary met y 
 ≠for every y, y a person, there is some x, x a person, such that x thinks that Mary met y 

24) a. Nani-oi John-ga [Mary-ga ti katta ka] sitteiru 
  whatACC JohnNOM MaryNOM  bought Q knows 
  "John knows what Mary bought." 

 b. [Mary-ga  nani-o  kata to]i  John-ga [Bill-ga ti itta ka] sitteiru 
    MaryNOM  whatACC bought  that  JohnNOM  BillNOM  said  Q knows 
   "John knows what Bill said that Mary bought." 
• (24)a: scrambled internal (WH) takes embedded scope, despite moving to matrix clause 
• (24)b: scrambled embedded CP with wh  moves to matrix clause, w/wh interpreted low 

																																																								
2	Note that for Mahajan and Saito, local Scrambling can also be A’-movement.   
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“The defining trait of radical reconstruction is that it does not leave a trace. It is as if the scrambling 
movement never took place—the overt movement is simply ‘‘undone’’ at LF…  As Bošković 
(2004:614) puts it:  ‘for semantics, scrambling does not exist.’ (Miyagawa 2006: 609) 

• Scrambling is A’-movement, but of the “semantically vacuous” kind 
• Technically, being semantically vacuous means “being undone at LF” (“the undoing property”) 
• “being undone at LF” means not having any relevance for the higher (surface) position 

Solving Webelhuth’s Paradox?  “Saito (1992) suggests that local scrambling is, in itself, A’-movement 
that adjoins an XP to TP. This TP-adjunction site is inherently an A’-position. There is an option of 
moving the verbal head to T at LF, turning the entire T projection into a V projection and thereby 
converting the TP-adjunction position into an A-position.” (Miyagawa 2006: 610) 

Appendix 1. Scrambling vs. WH-mvt and TOP 

Scrambling is claimed to differ from both wh-mvt and Topicalization in Radical Reconstruction: 

25) a.  Who1 t1 knows [which picture of whom]2 Bil bought t2?     (covert WH-mvt) 
 b.  ?[Which picture of whom]2 do you wonder who1 t1 bought t2?   (overt WH-mvt) 

• whom in (25)a is ambiguous.  What matters in (25)b is not the marginality, but the unambiguity:  (25)b 
can't be read as who1 having embedded scope, (so no radical reconstruction; cf (22)b) 

26) *[That picture of who1]2, I know who3 t3 bought t2.   (Topicalization) 

• In (26), Topicalized CP remains in surface position, ruling it out (who needs embedded scope) 

27) a.  I know [ who1 t1 bought [which picture of who]2 ] 
 b.  *[That picture of who1]2, I know [who3 t3 bought t2.]      (TOP) 

• in (27)b, what matters is that there is no way to get whom to an LF position in the lower CP 

BUT: Both WH and TOP undergo (standard) Reconstruction: 

28) a.  *[Which picture of John] did he like least?      (bad after reconstruction_ 
 b.   [Which picture of himself] did John like most?     (OK after reconstruction) 

29)  a.  *[These pictures of John], he really hated.      (bad after reconstruction_ 
 b.   [These picture of himself] John really liked.      (OK after reconstruction) 

à so the question remains, how does Scrambling differ from other A’-movements? 
(consider the question especially in light of the Copy Theory of Movement) 

• Appendix 2:  Parasitic Gaps (PG) 

30)  a.   [Which articlesi] did John file ti without reading PG?   
  b.   Whoi did John’s talking to PG bother ti most?  
  c.   Which colleague did John slander ti because he despised PG?  

31)  Properties of Parasitic Gaps: 
   a.  one element (eg. “which articles”) antecedes two gaps 

  b.  the Real Gap must not c-command the Parasitic Gap 
   c.  Parasitic Gaps are licensed at S-Structure 

  d.  The antecedent of a P-gap must be in an A' position  

32)  a. *Which articles t got filed by John without him reading PG. (ex 11) 
  b. *Who t sent a picture of PG?  c. *Who t remembered talking to PG.   

   d. *Who t remembered that John talked to PG.   

33)   a. *John filed which articles without reading PG.     (WH in situ) 
   b. *I forget who filed which articles without reading PG.   (2nd wh does not move overtly) 


